
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































APPENDIX D 

NICHOLSON ANCHORAGE COMPANY'S REPORT 
ON THE 

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF THE 
SOIL ANCHORS AND CONCRETE REACTION BLOCKS 





Supervisor of 
Ship Systems 

the Navy 
Washington, D.C. 20360 

Attn: Mr. E. Lawrence 
Head Operations Division 

REF: OOC : pam. 
3930/1046 
Ser 703/00C 

Gentlemen: 

OOC) 

Enclosed is our report as requested in your letter of July 2, 1973. We trust that the informa
tion in the report meets the requirements for your report of the overall salvage operation. 

If you have any questions or should you need any additional information, please do not 
hesitate to call on us. 

Very truly yours, 

NICHOLSON ANCHORAGE COMPANY 

PN:af 
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was necessary to provide shore-side 
were to be used for the removal work and which each exerted a pressure of up to 1 tons 
on winch cables. 

A usual method of providing the required reaction would be to construct large concrete 
'deadman' anchor blocks dead weight to resist horizontal loading, which 
in this case would be up to 300 tons. The problem facing the Corps was to provide the reac
tion in a situation where normal means would have proven extremely costly and would have 
taken an unacceptable amount of time to complete. The plan attached shows the extremely 
limited access, the proximity of the railroad and the asphalt company, both of which had to 
be maintained in full operation, and the limited width of the job site next to the shore. The 
whole was complicated by the very soft nature of the ground in certain parts of the site. It 
was at this point that the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers approached the Nicholson Anchorage 
Company to explore the possibility of using specialist ground engineering techniques to 
resolve the difficulties that were present. 

The design developed by the Corps originally called for eight shore side pulling points con
structed from reinforced concrete and having the resistance to horizontal movement taken 
by two post-stressed ground anchors per block. By modifying the horizontal angles at the 
anchors and repositioning the pulling points, it was found possible to omit one pair of blocks, 
a total of six being constructed finally. Each block was designed to withstand a working 
pull of 100 tons asserted horizontally by hydraulic pullers at angles which would vary as the 
sections of the sunken vessel were moved into the shore. To provide for these conditions, 
the pulling eye was designed to cast into the reinforced concrete block in a way which 
distributed the load into the ground anchors. anchors were set at an angle of to 
each other on plan, either side of the block center line to allow for 
of pull. As each anchor could have been subjected to a were constructed to 
withstand horizontal loadings of 100 tons each. This meant that loads of 150 tons 
per anchor resulted as were at an of below 
of 2 pull-out were applied. block COJ:Ulj~UI 

each the six one 
both Block A and Block B the center line to 



Detroit District. 

be noted the Corps 
action the owners the vessel 

abandoned. Nicholson and started the work on 
st, after working 14 hours per day, 7 days a week, completed the construction 

sequences by July 14th. 

The work was then handed over to the U.S. Navy Salvage crews, as removal of the sunken 
sections the the main channels was a matter of the highest 
priority. pulling began on 21 July and was completed by 5 October after which the 

site was restored to its condition and all of the ground level traces of pulling 
blocks and anchors were removed. 

the of the anchor construction, it is neccssary first to make mention of 
the varied geological that were eventually encountered during the drilling. 
Corps had commissioned a test boring on the site this was carried on on the 28th of June. 
The log of the boring is attached, but basically it showed 9 f1. of presumably waste from 
the plant, a 14 ft. gray silty sand before a very poor highly plastic clay 
was encountered which was found to overlay a thin of hardpan and then dark gray to 
black shale at a 99 ft. below ground the loads required in 

the clay material was not considered as providing the reac-
tion necessary. so anchors were to bed-rock material. 

load calculation purposes to 
characteristics. As 
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,",v\.nv,,-,v<u conditions was 
A & B. No trace of the 

brown sand, times. This strate of non-cohesive material is known to occur 
Michigan and Erie and as similar conditions had been encountered 

previously at it was the construction 
pressure sand anchors at these two particular locations. An 

sion of this nature was possible due to the that Nicholson Anchorage Company has 
developed drilling equipment and techniques that are sufficiently versatile to successfully 
accomplish anchor construction in most types of geological formations, and have the trained 
and experienced personnel on every contract competent to adapt to widely differing condi-
Hons and requirements. 

Experience showed the sand to have a permeability of K=lO-1 to 10- 2 em/sees. and, there
fore, to be penetrable by a cement grout. following formula was used to determine the 
length of the fixed pressure grouted anchor zone: 

L (ins.) = 

p 

D 

1> 

= 

= 

= 

576,000 Ibs (ult. load) 
P x 7r X D tan 1> 
grouting pressure (equivalent to 2 lbs. per sq. in. per 
ft of overburden above the fixed anchor zone.) 
diameter of pressure injected soil zone (estimated at 12 ") 
angle of internal friction of sand taken as 30° saturated. 

This calculation showed that a pressure grouted anchor of 30 ft. would be required with a 
total length of 80 to achieve the same loads as for the rock anchors. This formula, whilst 
being empirical, is derived from of results of many anchor tests in granular 
materials the theoretical soil mechanics concepts as to those results. 

Due to 
ported 

water level it was essential that the boreholes be fully sup-
the to in rock or through the medium 



disturbance was 
soil accurate control of the '-'HC.UH.'5 pressure grouting 

For the anchors constructed in sand, the casing and drill rods were advanced to the designed 
depths, the casing fully cleaned of drill cuttings and then the drill rods and bit were with
drawn leaving the casing ready for installation of the anchor tendon and subsequent pressure 
grouting. For the anchors founded in the black shale, the casing and drill rods were advanced 
together as previously described through the overlying soft, plastic silts and clays to the top 
of rock. After seating the casing into the rock drilling was continued for a further twenty 
feet in open hole at a diameter of 4Yz". After completion of drilling a special under-reaming 
tool was inserted in the borehole and twin under-cut cones were formed at the bottom, each 
having a diameter of 12-15 inches. The borehole was then cleaned and prepared for tendon 
placement and grouting. 

The tendons were made up from high-tensile, pre-stressing cable having a nominal diameter 
of 0.6 inch and an ultimate strength of 270 K.S.I., and complying with the requirements of 
ASTM A416. The accompanying table gives the full specification of the material. With the 
exception of anchors A2 with 5 cables or strands, and B2 with 4 strands all anchors were 
made up from 8 strands. The cables were greased and PVC coated except for the bottom 
20 ft. (30 ft. in sand anchors) which formed the fixed pressure grouted length. Over this 
length the strands were stripped of the PVC and de-greased, and the seven wires in each 
strand were then unwound to give an ample area of steel exposed to the grout and there
fore good bond stress distribution. 

With each anchor tendon a I" grout pipe was inserted into the drilled and cased borehole 
so that the cement grout could be pumped into the hole from bottom upwards thus displac
ing any water of laitance that may have gathered. When the grout was seen to flow clean 
and undiluted from the casing, a pressure cap was screwed on and grout pressurization 
commenced. For the rock anchors a grout pressure of 100-125 P.S.I. was used to ensure 
filling of any voids in the shale and to compact the grout. After this pressure had been 
achieved, pressurization was discontinued. The borehole casing was then withdrawn to 

behind a column of grout surrounding the greased and sheathed cables through the 
clay overburden. For the sand anchors the pressure was allowed to build up to 
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The cement anchors 
to be stressed a curing of only seven ratios were to 
suit differing ground conditions but averaged 0.5 to 1 No sand or chemical additives were 
used in the mix. The grout was mixed in a conoidal paddle mixer fitted with two drums to 
permit continuous mixing and pumping. Pumping was by a "Moyno" constant flow screw 
pump capable of developing pressures of up to 250 p.s.I. and flows of up to 15 gallons per 
minute. A table giving anchor lengths, grout takes and post-tensioned loadings is attached. 

The drilling rigs used on this contract were built by Nicholson Anchorage Company especially 
for undertaking the construction of soil and rock anchors. Based on a track mounted chassis, 
all main functions are carried out hydraulically. Included with these is a hydraulic powered 
high pressure air compressor. The drilling mast is long enough to carry 30 ft. of drill rod and 
casing and is adapted to drill at any angle between horizontal and vertical. The rotary drilling 
head has a hollow main drive shaft through which the flush to the drill bit passes via a flushing 
swivel on top of the head. Rotation speeds are variable between 0-200 R.P.M. and drilling 
torques of up to 5,000 ftjlbs. can be produced. Down feed pressures of up to 15,000 lbs and 
uplift pressures of up to 12,000 lbs. are available. Whilst the rigs are built principally with 
rotary drilling in mind, percussive methods are sometimes to be desired, particularly when 
penetrating hard rock formations. 

To allow for this the rigs are made adaptable to use of down-the-hole percussion hammers 
driven by the rig mounted, high pressure air compressor, or from a separate machine depend
ing on the prevailing conditions. The versatility of these machines in coping with widely 
differing ground conditions was readily demonstrated on this one job. 

The concrete anchor blocks were of two types, the design being varied as the job nrf'ocrr'p",,,' 

to suit Blocks A & B were rectangular in and had dimensions 
x 5 ft. x 5 ft. deep. Plywood form work was used and supported by 

930 

eye. were 
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Concrete used was 7 cement and it was to site 
mixer. After the concrete was compacted by electric poker vibrator. Cube crushing 
tests on this concrete showed strengths in excess of 4,000 p.s.i. at two days. 

Anchor stressing commenced on 7th July with Block B. Using two 100-ton hydraulic jacks 
set equidistant either side of the anchor, simultaneous stressing of all eight strands was carried 
out. Loads were read in pounds per square inch on a pressure gauge attached to the hydraulic 
pump and converted to total anchor tonnage by reference to a jack calibration chart pre
pared by an independent testing laboratory. Anchor tendon deflection was determined by 
measuring jack extension at each load increment and movements in the concrete blocks were 
monitored optically by use of a transit. 

Experience with simultaneous stressing of all tendons proved that some modification of pro
cedures was desirable in order to reduce movements in the blocks caused by anchor stressing. 
Subsequent stressing was therefore done on all blocks by means of a single strand stressing 
jack. In this method each of the eight strands in the anchor tendon was stressed separately 
in a set sequence in increments up to the designated working load. Loads were applied to 
each strand and locked off by means of standard post tensioning barrels and grip wedges. 
The total load in each anchor was then computed by taking the sum of the locked-off loads 
held in each strand. After stressing operations were complete, the stressing pockets were 
filled with concrete and finished flush with the block surface. 

The Navy Salvage crews took over the work and commenced the removal of the wreck almost 
immediately following final stressing of the anchors in the last block constructed. This part 
of the salvage project is reported elsewhere and, combined with the geo-technical works, 
proved to be a classical and unique operation of its kind. One last comment should be made 
here concerning the anchored blocks however. A report reached Nicholson Anchorage Com
pany that one of the concrete blocks had proved insufficient to induce movement in one of 
the freighter sections. In consequence the salvage crews had rigged up three-part cable 
tackles to increase the load that could be applied by virtue of the mechanical advantage 
so obtained. Therefore, the block was subjected to a horizontal load of 300 tons instead 
of the 100 tons originally planned. It is understandable, that extensive of 
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preparation this 
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0.6 Dia. 270 ksi with the following Properties: 

Nominal Area 
Minimum Ultimate 
Yield Strem!th (at I 

Min. Elongation at . 
Relaxation from 70% load at 20

0 e 
after 1000 hours 

Steel 

0.215 

0.430 

0.645 

0.860 

1.075 

1.290 

1.505 

.720 

1.935 

Weight 
lb/ft 

0.74 

1.48 

2.22 

2.96 

3.70 

4.44 

5.18 

5.92 

6.66 ---_._---
2.150 7.40 

2.365 8.14 

2.580 8.88 

loads can be achieved using more strand. 

STRAND 

2 
0.21 in 
58,600Ibs. 
49,800 Ib~. 
28.6 x 10 
3.5% in 24" 

5.6'f{) 

Drilled Hole 
Dia. Inches 

4" 

4" 

4" 

4" 

4" 

4" 

5" 
5" 
5" 
5" 
5" 
5" 

The 0.6 dia. 7-wire strand has an ultimate 
(f's) of 270,000 psi and is produced and tested in 
accordance with the requirements of ASTM A 4 6. 
For permancnt work, an extruded of 1/16" 
thick poly-vinyl chloride is nrmritlf'd 

protcction. 

Max. 
Load Lbs. Load Lbs. 
0.8 f's 0.7 f's 

46,900 41,000 

93,800 82,000 

1 10O 

187,500 164,100 

234,400 205,100 

281 00 

328,200 100 

375,000 328,200 

,0 

468,800 410,200 

515,700 451,200 



SAND 
CONVEYOR 

PORT MICH. 

ST. CLAIR RIVER 

~C. 
~::::::t:::::=--- "SIDNEY E. SMITH" 
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PLOT PLAN 

REMOVAL OF WRECK, S. E. SMITH 
U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS 

NO SCALE 
NICHOLSON ANCHORAGE COMPANY. 



U. S. Corps of 
Date: Summer, 1972 

ANCHORAGE MATERIAL: Black Shale 

A unique application of ground anchoring is to be found near Port Huron, Michigan, where 
a coal freighter sank in the St. Clair River during the summer of 1972. Normal salvage opera
tions involved pumping the broken hull full of liquid polyurethane, which expands 30 times 
over as it solidifies. Once afloat, the only problem was to move the 489-foot ship more 
than an eighth of a mile into shore where it could be plated and hauled away for scrap. Six 
concrete reaction blocks were to be installed on shore where two-inch cable could be 
attached and strung out to the ship. 100-Ton hydraulic pullers would then grasp the 
cables, pulling the ship in towards shore. 

Fourteen Nicholson Rock Anchors were used here to tie back the concrete reaction blocks. 
(See Sketch.) Drilled 165 ft. at 45° to the vertical and under-reamed 15 ft. into the shale, 

anchor was designed for horizontal working loads of about 100 ton. During the 
salvage operations, however, several anchors were actually subjected to horizontal pulls 
of 150 tons, proving the flexibility of such a system. At the same time, Nicholson Anchors 
provided a workable alternative to the pouring of yard after yard of deadweight concrete, 
an expensive and nearly impossible task in such a limited work area. 
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ANCHOR SCHEDULE PORT HURON, MICHIGAN 

NO. CEMENT ANCHOR TOTAL 
1 BLOCK NO. ANCHOR NO. LENGTH STRANDS TYPE QUANTITY POST TENSION BLOCK LOAD ANCHOR TYPE 

1 80' 8 Hi-Early 18 bags 72 tons Pressure Grouted 

A. 2 60' S Hi-Early 16 bags 20 tons Sand 

3 80' 8 Hi-Early 18 bags 64 tons IS6 tons " " 

I 8S' 8 Hi-Early 20 bags 79 tons Grouted 

B. 2 60' 4 Hi-Early IS bags 20 tons 171 tons Sand 

3 80' 8 Hi-Early 21 bags 72 tons " " 

C. I 160' 8 Hi-Early 10 bags 80 tons 160 tons Under-Reamed 

2 IS9' 8 Hi-Early 10 bags 80 tons Rock 

D . I 160' 8 Hi-Early 10 bags 80 tons 168 tons H " 
.j::>. 2 16S' 8 Hi-Early 28 bags 88 tons 

E. I 164' 8 Hi-Early 10 bags 88 tons 176 tons " " " 

2 161 ' 8 Hi-Early 10 bags 88 tons 

F. I 16S' 8 Hi-Early 10 bags 88 tons 171 tons " " 

2 16S' 8 Hi-Early 10 bags 83 tons 
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2935 O. BOX 967 

Phone Area Code 985-5178 

73 

Supervisor of Salvage 
Naval Ship Systems Corrnnand (Code OOC) 
Department of Navy 
Washington, D.C. 20360 

Attn: Lt. Mullen 

Ref: Removal of Sijney Smith Freighter from the st. Clair 
River, Port Huron, Michigan 

D3ar Sir: 

Enclosed please find all the drawings and sketches which were 
used on the structural steel which we fabricated and supplied 
for the removal of the Freighter Sidney Sraith from the St.Clair 
River. Due to the imm3diate need of the fabricated material, 
standard shop drawings were not made, as you will note from 
the enclosed. The items covered by drawings or sketches are: 

A. Hatch covers 
B. Cofferdam guide 
C. Cofferdam 
D. Co=ferdam platform 
E. Hatch cover hooks 
F. Hatch plate 
G. Spreader clevis 

I hope this material will be of use to you. Should you need 
any additional information, please do not hesitate to call us. 

KS:ep 

E-3 

Very truly yours, 

JAMES G. FERGUSON & SON, INC. 

by-;/~zi, ;/4.,,-
Kenneth Shaw 
General Manager 
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ITEM D - COFFERDAM PLATFORM 
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APPENDIX F 

BENDIX SKAGIT CORPORATION REPORT 
ON 

SKAGIT WINCHES 





Atb;mtion: 
// 

Reference: 

Gentlemen: 

Lt .. Mullen 

OOC:EFL:Pam 
3930/1046 
Sere 705/00C 

Washington, 

July , 1973 

In response to your request for information on the 
two Skagit hoists used in salvage operations of the 
sunken freighter "Sidney Smith" from the Sto Clair 
River channel, we are enclosing brochures on the 
RB-97W and RB-150 hoists. Since the particular 
RB-150 used in the effort was equipped with a 
Caterpillar D-343 engine rather than the GM 12V-71 
engines specified in the brochure, we've also en
closed engineering performance data for the 
specific unit. 

If you need additional data for use in preparing 
your salvage report, please advise • 

• 

Sincere1Y2 

Manager, 

98284 



Heavy Duty 

Skagit Model RB-l50 i, one of Skagit', 
Line of RB Series Air Controlled Hoists 
. . . all built with full roller bearing 
construction and available in one, two, 
or three drum arrangements for every 
type of heavy duty service. 

The RB-l50 is designed for heavy lift 
anchoring applications requiring 

from 4750 2" to 8440 
of 1 li2" 

The hoist ha, compound gearing in the 

ist 

torque converters, dynamic braking 
drives and four~speed transmission ... 
or electric drives ... to meet specific 
speed-pull requirements. 

The compound gearing is provided for 
extremely heavy lifts, pipe Hne work, 
anchor winch and related appiications, 

Skagit 
Corporation 
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Capacities 
DRUM SIZE 

CABLE CAPACITIES 

NOMINAL RATING 
Pounds 
FPM Line 

PULLING POWER' 

MAXIMUM CABLE SIZE 

!l{l" 

130,000 
20 

250,000 

Diameter 2" 

MAXIMUM POWER 
Rated Horsepo\lller 400 

BRAKE HOLDING POWER 
Pounds Maximum 
at Second Wrap 260,000 

NO LOAD SPEED 
at Average Drum FPM 238 

DRUM SHAfT StZE 
Diameter 10-1/8" 

AIR BRAKES 
Diameter 
Width 

AIR FRICTIONS 
Air Cylinder 
Friction Diameter 
Area Square In. 

DRUM GEARS 

DRIVE PINION 

DRIVING ARRANGEMENT 
OrNe 

ESTIMATED WEIGHT 

70" 
10" 

36" 
63" 
1300 

TC 

Specifications 
Construction Features 

• Engineered with all shafts 
rigidity, 

with maintenance 
Spt>cifica!ion Data table. 

frictional power loss. . to 

for maximum shaft 

. , . machined for perfect balance and designed for even spool-

drum gears on stationary drum shafts; drive and intermediate gears on roller 
bearings.. wlde·face, precision cut gears and pinions using highest 

• Rotating shafts have cartridge type roller bearings for easiest adjustment at ends of shaft. 

• Choice of engines up to 400 horsepower ... choice of torque converter. direct or mu!ti~speed 
transmission drives. 

• Compound hOlst of engine power for heaviest pulls on any type 
of application. sprockets in with choke of power units and drives to 
fit hoist for correct speed-pull ratios to suit the job. 

• Air controls .. easy to operate ... conveniently located at control console ... remote control 
arrangements and elevated enclosed cab also avaijable. 

• One-drum ... Two-drum ... Three-drum arrangements ... waterfall design or drums in line 
.. third drum underwinding or overwinding ... provision available for !jne lead under drum 

set and power unit when specified as original equipment. 

• Powerful air frictions with strong, positive'"3ction, spring· loaded release engineered maxi· 
mum hoist capacity ... double face, cone-type friction blocks, . large diameter and friction 
surface area. See Specification Data for Friction, Gear and Brake measurements, 

• Wide, large..olameter alr-operate-d brakes ... self-energizing mth release springs to prevent drag-
9109 ... provisions for quick, easy adjustment at center of band .. , heat dissipating cast iron 
brake ring. Fai! Safe type air brakes with ajr~off, spring~loaded-on features are available as op
tional extra. 

• Air operated ratchet and dog. forged steel pawl ... safe and ea"v-to-on",-atf when holding 
load or maintaining tension on line ... visual indicator to show engaged, 

• Carefully designed guards to protect equipment and personnel . with access for servicing and 
maintenance. 

• Oil tight gear cases .. , available for compound gearing. 
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Heavy Duty Hoists 

SKAGIT MODEL RB·97W one of Skagit's Complete Line 
of RB Air Controlled Hoists. built with full 

bearing construction and available in graduated sizes 
for every type of heavy duty service. 

Skagit's complete line of driving arrangements. inclu
ding power shift transmissions. torque converters. dynamic 
braking drives and four-speed transmissions, .. or electric 
drives, . , to specific speed-put! requirements. 

Reduction Gearing arrangement for 
puBing and related applications. 

of Duty 

Skagit 
Corporation 
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CABLE CAPACITIES 

NOMINAL RATING 
Pounds Une Pui! 
FPM Una Speed 

PULLING POWER* 
Pound Maximum 
On Second Wrap 
·For Anchoring Service 

MAXIMUM CABLE SIZE 
Diameter 

MAXIMUM POWER 
Rated Horsepower 

Booo' 
6475' 
5360' 
4500' 
3850' 
3250' 

1-1/8" 
1-1/4" 
1-3/8" 
1-1/2" 
1-5/8" 
1-314" 

48,000 
75 

175,000 

1-314" 

300 

BRAKE HOLDING POWER 
Pounds Maximum 
at Second Wrap 

NO LOAD SPEED 
at Average Drum - FPM 

DRUM SHAFT SIZE 
Diameter 

AIR BRAKES 
Diameter 
Width 

AIR FRICTIONS 
Air Cylinder 
Friction Diameter 
Area· Square In. 

DRUM GEARS 
Number Teeth 
Stub Type - DP 
Face 

DRI VE PINION 
Number Teeth 
Stub Type - DP 
Face 

200,000 

150 

8" 

64" 
10" 

26" 
00" 
1090 

108 
H/2" 

7" 

21" 
1-1/2" 

9" 

DRIVING ARRANGEMENT 
Drive 
HOist Gearing 

TC 
Compound or 

Single Reductkln 

Skagit Model RB-97W Hoists -
Specification and Capacity Data 

Check These RB-97W Construction 

• Designed for heavy duty apptications .. built for 10119, hard usage WIth low
cost maintenance and servicing. See rating and capacity information in 
Specification Data tabJe. 

• Rofler bearing drums mounted on stationary shafts .. 
power loss •. to give long, trouble-free service .. easily 

• Engineered with all shafts supported close to load centers for maximum 
shaft strength and rigidity. 

• Drums are single piece cast steel .• machined for perfect balance and 
deSigned for even spooling of 1 ~ 1 IS" to 1 ~3/4" line. 

• RoHer bearing drum gears on stationary drum shafts; drive and interme
diate gears on roUer bearing shafts .. adjustable bearings .. wide*face, 
precision cut gears and pinions using highest quality gear steel. 

• Rotating shafts have cartridge type roller bearings for easiest adjustment 
at ends of shaft. 

• Rigid structural steel frame, heavily braced .. cast steel shaft pedestals 
and bearing supports. 

• Choice of engines up to 300 horsepower .. choice of torque converter, 
direct or multi-speed transmission drives. 

• Choice of hoist gearing to take full advantage of engine power on any type 
of application .. single reduction or compound gearing in hoist drum set 
to suit operating requirements for speed and pull ratios •. optional sprock· 
ets to fit hoist application .. all engineered to meet any combination of 
high, medium or low speed and pull requirements within the capacity of 
the hoist .• to provide the right speed~pull ratios for any type of service. 

• Air controls .• easy to operate .. conveniently located at control console 
.. remoted control arrangements and elevated enclosed cab also available. 

• One--drum ~ . Two--mum " c Tl1r~um arrangerr..ents .. 
drums in line .• third drum underwinding or overwinding .. 
available for line lead under drum set and power unit when 
original equipment. 

• Optional boom swingers .. detachable type or fixed type integral with 
hoist. 

• Powerful air frictions with strong, positive--action, spring~loaded release .. 
engineered to maximum hoist capacitY .. double face, cone~type friction 
blocks •. large diameter and friction surface area. See ;";pedficatlon Data 
for Friction, Gear and Brake measurements. 

• Wide, large..diameter air·operated brakes •. self.energizing with release 
springs to prevent dragging •. provisions for quick, easy adjustment at 
center of band .. heat dissipating cast iron brake ring. Fail Safe type air 
brakes with air-off, spring-loaded-on features are available as optional extra. 

• Air operated ratchet and dog .. forged steel pawl .. safe and easy-to* 
operate when holding load or maintaining tension on line .. visual indicator 
to show when dog is engaged. 

• Carefully designed guards to protect equipment and personnel .• with 
access for servicing and maintenance. 

• Oil tight gear cases .. avaiJable for compound gearing. 

Minute for the RB~97W with GM 8V-71 Engine, TO·l0,GOO Corn-
Single reduction gearing wHl provide faster speeds at corresool-.dilOQlv 

requirements to fit the application. 

RANGE 

High Range 70'%. Efficiency 

Maximum Efficiency 

Low Range 70'% Efficiency 

FULL DRUM 

20,500 263 

38,100 

72,000 

159 

00 

F-7 

AVERAGE DRUM 

28,500 189 

53,100 

100,200 

114 

00 

"5 

70 

30 





APPENDIX G 

S.S. SIDNEY E. SMITH, JR. 

CENTERLINE AND CROSS SECTION PROFILES 

G-l 





lOR WINDLASS 
ROOM 

~IN LOCKER 

~WARD PEAK 
TANK 

FRAME 5 

" 

.. 
t:!!l: 
,...., FORWARD ,., 

I, 'MACHINERY! J 
....... -SPACE' " . ( 

I I r . 
FRAME 35 

FORWARD MACHINERY 

CARGO HOLD 

BREAK-UP OCCURRED 
AT FRAME 85 

TYPICAL CARGO HOLD 

". 

PLAN Of GREAT LAKES COAL FREIGHTER 

8.S. SIDNEY E. SMITH, JR. 

LENGTH: 489' DISPLACEMENT: 4,639 TONS 

BEAM: 52' PROPULSION: STEAM 
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